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Xiting Role Replicator can help to 
significantly reduce the time and 
effort involved in the maintenance 
of organizational fields. 

Using Xiting Role Replicator, role 
administrators can model the orga-
nization through so-called Organi-
zational Sets (Orgsets), for example, 
based on geographic location, busi-
ness unit or a combination thereof. 

Once the model has been created, 
role administrators can assign tem-
plate roles and then mass-replicate 
roles across all the other Orgsets.

Under the hood, Role Replicator 
creates single roles in PFCG and thus 
supports role concepts that do not 
rely on maintenance-intensive com-
posite roles.

XITING ROLE REPLICATOR GOALS

 Simplify the maintenance of 
organizational fields.

 Easily replicate roles across 
organizational fields.

 Detect and prevent manual 
changes to organizational 
fields in PFCG.
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Keep Roles in Sync

Xiting Role Replicator also offers 
status reporting that show any roles 
in PFCG that are out of sync with the 
model. For example, if someone man-
ually changed an organizational field 
for a role in PFCG, Role Replicator 
reports this discrepancy and offers a 
detailed analysis of the differences. 

The role administrator then has 
the option to overwrite any manual 
changes with what is defined in the 
model.

Simplify Org Field Maintenance

Should changes to organizational 
fields become necessary, role ad-
ministrators can make the changes 
in Role Replicator before replicating 
them to all affected roles, by the push 
of a button.

Xiting Role Replicator not only reduc-
es the effort involved in maintain-
ing organizational fields, but it also 
prevents role quality from degrading 
through manual changes in PFCG.

KEY BENEFITS

 Reduce the effort involved 
in the maintenance of 
organizational fields.

 Conveniently mass-replicate 
roles across Orgsets.

 Detect and prevent manual 
changes to roles in PFCG.

 Includes role versioning 
and mass-processing 
capabilities.
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